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Abstract. We present in this paper a new complete method for distributed con-
straint optimization. This is a utility-propagation method, inspired by the sum-
product algorithm [6]. The original algorithm requires ﬁxed message sizes, linear
memory, and is time-linear in the size of the problem. However, it is correct only
for tree-shaped constraint networks. In this paper, we show how to extend the
algorithm to arbitrary topologies using cycle cutsets, while preserving the linear
message size and memory requirements. We present some preliminary experi-
mental results on randomly generated problems. The algorithm is formulated for
optimization problems, but can be easily applied to satisfaction problems as well.
1 Introduction
DistributedConstraintSatisfaction(DisCSP)wasﬁrststudiedbyYokoo[10]andhasre-
cently attracted increasing interest. In distributed constraint satisfaction, variables and
constraints are distributed so that each variable and constraint is owned by an agent.
Systematic search algorithms for solving DisCSP are generally derived from depth-ﬁrst
search algorithms based on some form of backtracking [9,11,12,7,3]. Recently, the
paradigm of asynchronous distributed search has been extended to constraint optimiza-
tion by integrating a bound propagation mechanism (ADOPT - [8]).
Backtracking algorithms are very popular in centralized systems because they re-
quire very little memory. In a distributed implementation, however, they may not be
the best basis since in backtrack search, control shifts rapidly between different vari-
ables. Thus, every state change in a distributed backtrack algorithm requires at least
one message. Furthermore, in the worst case even in a parallel algorithm there will be
exponentially many state changes [5], thus resulting in exponentially many messages.
This leads us to believe that other search paradigms, in particular those based on dy-
namic programming, may be more appropriate for DisCSP. For example, an algorithm
that incrementally computes the set of all partial solutions for all previous variables
according to a certain order would only use a linear number of messages. However,
the messages could grow exponentially in size, and the algorithm would not have any
parallelism.
Recently, the sum-product algorithm [6] has become popular for certain constraint
satisfaction problems, for example decoding. It is an acceptable compromise as it com-
bines a dynamic-programming style exploration of a search space with a ﬁxed message2 Adrian Petcu, Boi Faltings
size, and can easily be implemented in a distributed fashion. However, it is correct only
for tree-shaped constraint networks. In this paper, we show how to extend the algorithm
to arbitrary topologies using cycle cutsets, and report on initial experiments with ran-
domly generated problems. The algorithm is formulated for optimization problems, but
can be easily applied to the satisfaction problem by having relations with utility either
0 or 1.
2 Deﬁnitions & notation
Deﬁnition 1. A discrete multiagent constraint optimization problem (MCOP) is a tuple
< A;X;D;R > such that:
– A = fA1;:::;Ang is the set of agents interested in the problem/solution;
– X = fX1;:::;Xmg is the set of variables/solving agents;
– D = fd1;:::;dmg is a set of domains of the variables, each given as a ﬁnite set of
possible values.
– R = fr1;:::;rpg is a set of relations, where a relation ri is a function di1  :: 
dik ! <+ which is expressed by an agent Ai, and denotes how much utility that
agent assigns to each possible combination of values of the involved variables.
In this paper we deal with unary and binary relations, being well-known that higher
arity relations can also be expressed in these terms with little modiﬁcations. In a MCOP,
any value combination is allowed; the goal is to ﬁnd an assignment X  for the variables
Xi that maximizes the sum of utilities of all the agents A.
A tree-structured problem is a tree network in which we can have several links
(constraints) belonging to different agents between two adjacent nodes. Furthermore,
unary constraints on each variable are also allowed.
For a node Xk, we deﬁne:
– up   links(Xk): constraints between Xk and its parent
– down   links(Xk): constraints between Xk and its children
– R1(Xk): unary constraints on Xk
– Ngh(Xk): the neighbors of Xk
– Rk: the set of constraints belonging to agent Xk
– Rk(Xj): constraints between Xk and its neighbor Xj
3 Distributed constraint optimization for tree-structured networks
For tree-structured networks (see an example in Figure 1), it is possible to devise
polynomial-time complete optimization methods (see the sum-product algorithm for
instance [6])
In this problem setting there is a set X of agents (each agent Xi is responsible for a
variable), and a set A of agents that are interested in the assignments that are made for
the variables X. All the agents Ai declare their relations Ri to the agents Xi concerned
in those relations (each relation is declared only to the 2 agents Xj and Xk involved -A Distributed, Complete Method for Multi-Agent Constraint Optimization 3
Fig.1. Problem example where the underlying constraint graph is a tree.
assuming binary constraints, or to a single agent in the case of unary constraints). We
assume that the resulting constraint graph is a tree.
The “normal” agents - Ai participate in this process only by specifying their re-
lations; in the optimization itself, they have a passive role; only the “variable-agents”
will play an active role. Therefore, in the following, while explaining the optimization
process, by “agent”, or “node” we will mean one of the agents Xi.
In this protocol, agents send messages to each other; the leaf nodes initiate the
process, and then the other nodes relay the messages according to the following rule:
Deﬁnition 2. The k-1 rule: if node Xi has k neighbors, Xi will send out a message to
its kth neighbor only after having received the other k-1 messages, and will send out
the rest of k-1 messages after having received the message from the kth neighbor.
Each agent Xi executes Algorithm 1:
– In the beginning, examine its own relations. All the other agents that are connected
through relations with the current node will be its neighbors. During the algorithm
an agent communicates only with its neighbors.
– Each agent determines whether it is a leaf in the constraint tree or not (if it has a
single neighbor, even if they share multiple constraints) If Xi is a leaf node, then
send the UTIL message to its only neighbor.
– Wait for incoming messages and respond to them.
The messages passed in this system are in fact utility vectors; a neighbor Xj of
node Xi would send Xi a vector of all the optimal utilities that can be achieved for
the subtree rooted at Xi that contains Xj, for each of Xi’s possible values (thus,
the size of each message is jdom(Xi)j
The agents send messages to their neighbors following the k-1 rule. Upon receiving
k  1 messages from the neighbors, since all of the respective subtrees are disjoint,
by summing them up, Xi computes how much utility each of its values gives for
the whole set of k   1 subtrees. This, together with the relation(s) between Xi and
the last neighbor, enable Xi to compute exactly how much utility can be achieved
by the entire subtree rooted at the last neighbor and containing Xi, for each of this
neighbor’s values. Thus, Xi can send to its last (kth) neighbor its UTIL message.
Eventually, the last neighbor would also send its message back to Xi, and at this
point Xi would be able to pick the optimal value for itself (as the value that max-
imizes the sum of the utilities of all subtrees rooted at itself, and of any unary
constraints on itself, if any).4 Adrian Petcu, Boi Faltings
At this point, the algorithm is ﬁnished for Xi.
Proposition 1. Algorithm 1 is sound and complete.
PROOF.
Correctness: since there are no cycles in the problem, it means that all messages
that a node Xi receives from its neighbors come from disjoint parts of the constraint
problem. They represent exact evaluations of the utility that can be obtained by the
subtrees rooted at the sender nodes, for each possible value that Xi can take (can be
inferred by induction from the leaves inside the tree) By summing all messages up, Xi
has accurate upper bounds on the amount of utility obtained from the whole problem,
for each of its values; it is therefore easy to pick the one that gives the maximum utility.
Liveness: again, since there are no cycles in the problem, and all the leaves initiate
the message propagation, it is guaranteed that each node will eventually receive k-1
messages (with k=the number of neighbors) and therefore it will be able to send its kth
message. Therefore, it will also receive the ﬁnal message from the last neighbor, leading
to the conclusion of the algorithm for this node. 2
Proposition 2. Algorithm 1 is linear in the number of variables - there are exactly
2  (n   1) messages propagated through the system (where n is the number of agents
in the system)
PROOF. In a tree there are exactly n   1 edges between the n nodes of the tree (if less
than n 1, then we have a set of disconnected problems which we can treat separately, if
more, the problem is not a tree anymore). Along each edge, there are exactly 2 messages
going through (one from each of the nodes connected through the edge) 2
Observations In this algorithm, the agents do not assume any knowledge of the prob-
lem structure, and do not have parent-child relationships. All they need to know is
whether they are leaf nodes or not (a leaf node has only 1 neighbor), and a way to
distinguish between neighbors (ids).
The execution of Algorithm 1 proceeds in an asynchronous fashion from the leaves,
traversing the tree and going to other leaves. This means that certain subtrees of the
problem proceed faster than others, and it’s not always the case that a ”child” node is
the ﬁrst to send a UTIL message to its ”parent” (like it would happen in a centralized
setting); it can also happen the other way around (consider the example from Figure 1:
it could happen that nodes X2,X3 and X1 ﬁnish their processing faster, and X1 delivers
the UTIL message toX0; then, contrary to the centralized setting, X0 would send its
message to X4 before X4 manages to send its message to X0). In a sense, the ”root” of
this tree is dynamically determined, as the single node that happens to receive messages
from all its neighbors before being able to send out any message.
4 Distributed constraint optimization for general networks
The scenario is similar to the one for tree networks, except that we can now drop the
assumption that the constraint network is a tree. We will show in the following how the
previous algorithm must be modiﬁed to accommodate this change.A Distributed, Complete Method for Multi-Agent Constraint Optimization 5
Algorithm 1: DTREE - Distributed optimization procedure for tree-structured net-
works.
1: DTREE: distributed tree-optimization(A;X;D;R)
2: We have a set of agents Xi 2 X that each controls its variable, and a set of agents Ai 2 A
that are interested in the assignments of the variables Xi
3: All agents Ai declare their relations Ri to the subset of agents concerned about those
constraints. We assume that the resulting constraint graph is a tree.
Each agent Xi executes:
4:
5: Initialization(Xi;Ri)
6: Ri   the set of relations binding Xi
7: Ngh(Xi)   the neighbors of Xi (based on Ri)
8: for all Xk 2 Ngh(Xi) do
9: send Dom(Xi) to Xk
10: receive and record Dom(Xk)
11: if jNgh(Xi)j == 1 (i.e. Xi is a leaf node) then
12: let Xk be the single element in Ngh(Xi)
13: let utilsXi(Xk)   Compute utils(Xk)
14: Send message(Xk;utilsXi(Xk))
15: msg cnt   0
16: activate Message handler()
17: return
18:
19: Message handler(Xk,utilsXk(Xi))
20: store Xk, utilsXk(Xi)
21: msg cnt ++
22: if msg cnt = jNgh(Xi)j   1 then
23: let Xj be the only neighbor that did not send utilsXj(Xi) yet
24: let utilsXi(Xj)   Compute utils(Xj)
25: Send message(Xj;utilsXi(Xj))
26: else
27: if msg cnt = jNgh(Xi)j then
28: for all Xl 2 fNgh(Xi) n Xjg do
29: let utilsXi(Xl)   Compute utils(Xl)
30: Send message(Xl;utilsXi(Xl))
31:
v

i   argmaxvi
0
@
X
Xl2Ngh(Xi)
utilsXl(Xi = vi) +
X
ri2R1(Xi)
ri(vi)
1
A
32: Xi   v

i
33: FINISH ALGORITHM
34: return
35:
36: Compute utils(Xj)
37: for all vj 2 Dom(Xj) do
38: for all vi 2 Dom(Xi) do
39:
UtilXj(vi;vj)  
X
ri2R1(Xi)
ri(vi)+
X
ri2Ri(Xj)
ri(vi;vj)+
X
Xl2fNgh(Xi)nXjg
utilsXl(Xi = vi)
40: v

i (vj)   argmaxvi(UtilXj(vi;vj))
41: return a vector utilsXi(Xj) of all

UtilXj(v

i (vj);vj)jvj 2 Dom(Xj)
	
42:
43: Send message(Xj;utilsXi(Xj))
44: send the utils vector to agent Xj
45: return6 Adrian Petcu, Boi Faltings
First of all, let us consider what would happen if we would directly apply the
DTREE algorithm to a graph. The fact that the constraint network has cycles breaks
the liveness argument from Proposition 1 and leads to a deadlock in the execution of
the algorithm: messages would still circulate through all the TREE parts of the problem,
hanging from nodes involved in cycles; however, in a cycle there are no leaf nodes to
initiate the message propagation, so the nodes involved in it wait for incoming messages
indeﬁnitely.
Based on this observation, we can devise a very simple cycle detection mechanism:
whenever some nodes reach a (reasonably chosen) timeout while waiting for (some of)
their neighbors to send messages, that means that those nodes are involved in a cycle
with the neighbors that did not yet send their messages.
4.1 Cycle cutset
It has been pointed out in the literature [2,4,1] that breaking a problem with cycles into
cycle-free parts can greatly improve the search performance for centralized, crisp CSPs.
In the following, we will try to use this idea to ﬁnd optimal solutions for optimization
problems, in a distributed fashion.
The basic idea of such a technique would be to identify the nodes involved in cycles,
select a subset of these nodes that will act as cycle cuts, apply an algorithm similar to
DTREE to the now cycle-free parts of the problem, and in the end, put together the
partial results in a coherent fashion. The rest of this section explains how this can be
done.
4.2 Deﬁnitions
Node labeling In our model, the nodes of the constraint graph are labeled in one of the
following ways:
1. TREE (nodes that have at most one path from themselves to at most one CycleCut
node) - initially only leaf nodes are labeled TREE.
2. Cycle (nodes that are ”between” several CC nodes - there is more than one path
from themselves to other CC nodes) - initially all but the leaf nodes are Cycle. As
a Cycle node receives k   1 (where k is the number of its neighbors) context-free
messages, it turns into a TREE node, and sends to the kth neighbor a context-free
message.
3. CycleCut - CC (nodes that are cycle cuts) - initially no node is CC; after timeout
and negotiation, some become CC
Deﬁnition 3.
– disconnected subtree: a maximal set of interconnected Cycle nodes, that connect to
the rest of the problem only through CC or TREE nodes (e.g. Xi   X11   X13  
Xj   Xk in Figure 2)A Distributed, Complete Method for Multi-Agent Constraint Optimization 7
– cyclic subgraph: a maximal set of CC nodes connected pairwise through at least
2 different CC nodes, or through a disconnected subtree, together with the Cycle
nodes from the disconnected subtrees connecting them (for example, Xi and all the
lower-right box in Figure 2; a counter-example are Subgraph3 and Subgraph2 in 3,
which are disjoint, since they are connected only through Xi)
– context of a UTIL message: additional information attached to a UTIL message,
specifying under which “assumptions” the respective UTIL message is valid (for
instance, a context could be (Xi = v2=4;Xk = v4=7), meaning that the respective
UTIL message is valid when Xi takes its second value out of 4 possible values, and
Xk takes its 4th value out out 7 possible values). The context can be null (empty),
in which case it means that this message is always valid, without any assumptions.
Such messages come from the tree parts of the problem. Messages that circulate
inside cyclic subgraphs will have non-empty contexts.
– context union: the union of one or more contexts is the union of the sets of variables
from all the contexts, with their respective assignments. If one or more variable
appears in several contexts, then it has to have the same assignment in all of them.
4.3 Topological considerations
In order for the CC nodes to know how to treat the incoming messages, it is important
for them to have some knowledge of the problem structure. This is important, since in
a utility-message propagation algorithm, it is possible that multiple messages coming
from the same cycle on different paths are actually duplicates, and should be discarded.
On the other hand, messages coming from independent subgraphs should always be
considered.
For a categorization of the possible neighborhoods an agent Xi might have, please
refer to ﬁgure 2. Please note that a ”*” denotes the possibility of having 0 or more
structures of that kind, a ”+” denotes at least one, and a ”1” denotes exactly one. The
hashed nodes are the nodes that are CC, and the others are TREE or Cycle nodes.
The possible neighborhoods of the node Xi can be categorized as follows:
1. TREE: this region is a tree rooted at Xi. Xi’s neighbor that is the root of the subtree
will eventually send a context-free UTIL message.
2. Subgraph self: this region is a part of the graph that contains cycles; however,
it sufﬁces to remove Xi to break all these cycles. The probes sent by Xi into this
region will return with the same contexts, which only contain Xi as a CC node. The
contexts contain the same set of ids, but not in the same order (depending on the
path they took) Node Xi can differentiate between several independent subgraphs
of this type by the set of Cycle nodes contained in the context.
3. Subgraph safe: this region may contain one or several other CC nodes and several
local cycles; however, apart from the link Xi   Xj there is no other path between
Xi and this region.
4. Subgraph unsafe: this region may contain one or more other CC nodes and several
local cycles; there are multiple paths from Xi and this region (e.g. Xi   X11 and
Xi   X12). What is important to see is that all these paths will eventually connect.
This is the general case, and the previous 2 kinds of cycles are special cases of this
one; therefore, in the following, we will discuss only about this kind of cycle.8 Adrian Petcu, Boi Faltings
Fig.2. Categorization of the possible neighborhoods Agent Xi can have, when the underlying
constraint problem is a graph.
Topology probing TheCCnodesinitiateatopologyprobingprocessthathasasaresult
thefactthattheycancategorizetheirneighboringareas.TheprobingbeginswiththeCC
nodes sending out probes to all of their neighbors. Initially the probes have a context
composed only of the id of the emitting CC node. The receiving nodes append their
own id to the context of the probes, and then forward them to all their other neighbors.
The forwarding stops when reaching TREE nodes, or when visiting the same node a
second time. For each incoming probe, the CC nodes update the largest context that the
sending neighbor has sent so far. Upon completion of this procedure (typically after a
timeout has been reached), the CC nodes sort their neighbors into different sets (cyclic
subgraphs) according to their respective largest context; the ones belonging to the same
subgraph will necessarily have the same context. They also know their neighborhoods
up to the borders of the cyclic subgraphs they are involved in (e.g. in Figure 3, nodes
Xi or Xk will know nothing of the Subgraph 1, not even that it exists, since the only
contact point between them and any node in Subgraph 1 is the node Xj which will not
forward the same probes both ways).
4.4 CyPro - distributed utility probing within a cyclic subgraph
In the most general conﬁguration of a cyclic subgraph, we have a set of CC nodes,
interconnected through an arbitrary number of disconnected trees (for example, in the
lower-right cycle from Figure 2, involving Xi, Xj, and Xk as CC nodes, we have 3
disconnectedtrees:Xi X12 Xj Xk,Xi X11 X13 Xj Xk,andXj X14 Xk).
A subgraph like this can be arbitrarily complex. Let us assume for now that there are no
links with the outside world (we will relax this condition in section 4.5, and present the
complete algorithm)A Distributed, Complete Method for Multi-Agent Constraint Optimization 9
Fig.3. Problem seen as a meta-tree, composed of cyclic subgraphs connected through CC nodes
This algorithm (let us call it CyPro) will distributedly generate all the value combi-
nations for all the CC nodes involved in this cyclic subgraph, and for each combination,
compute the total optimal utility that this assignment yields, provided that the inter-
mediary disconnected trees that lie between the CC nodes optimize their values w.r. to
this particular assignment of the CC nodes. The optimization of the trees is done with
a version of DTREE extended to support message contexts, therefore the number of
messages is linear in the number of arcs of the trees.
During the topology probing phase, each CC node received from all its neighbors
TOPO probes that contained in their context each node in the cyclic subgraph, with the
additional domain size information for the CC nodes involved in this cyclic subgraph.
Therefore, each node can easily compute what is the total number of combinations
of values required to explore the whole search space:
Q
Xi2CC jdij. Now, in order to
distributedly generate all combinations of values, each node Xi would cycle through all
its values for higher times, in each cycle sending out lower probes with the respective
value, where
higher = maxf1;
Y
fXj2CCjj>ig
jdjjg;lower = maxf1;
Y
fXj2CCjj<ig
jdjjg
This ensures that all combinations are generated, with the node having the highest
id cycling the slowest through its values. CC nodes send out their probes to all their
neighbors in the subgraph, and wait for replies (they do not forward any messages).
In between the CC nodes there are the disconnected trees, composed of Cycle nodes
that act according to the k-1 rule, combining incoming contexts. This ensures that for
each value combination that the surrounding CC nodes inject in the tree, the results
that come out of the tree are optimal with respect to that combination (and contain as
context the complete set of Cycle nodes from the tree, and the CC nodes with their
values). Identical results come out from any of the leaves of the tree, so all CC nodes
connected by that tree have a consistent view of the optimal utility the tree can achieve
in that context.
Since the subgraph is arbitrarily complex, it is possible that there is no single node
which is connected to all the trees in the subgraph, therefore it is possible that no CC
node has a global view of the total optimal utility for the current context. In order to
overcome this, a ”leader” node is used (it is irrelevant who that leader is, it may be the10 Adrian Petcu, Boi Faltings
node with the highest id in the cycle). Each CC node sends the leader a single message
that sums up the utilities of the trees that node is involved in, and in which it has the
highest id (this ensures that no tree is reported twice). Upon receiving messages from
all the CC nodes in the subgraph, the leader can sum them up, update its lower bound
(thus, it is not needed to store all incoming messages: linear memory requirements), and
send back to the other CC nodes the result (they can also update their lower bounds,
and remember the best local value used in the best context); then a new context is tried,
until the last one. At the last context, each CC node picks for itself the value that is
stored as the best one (from the context that generated the highest utility), and a ﬁnal
round of propagations is initiated, with context-free messages, such that also the Cycle
nodes within the extended cycle can choose their values.
The algorithm is formally presented in Algorithm 2; informal description:
– If an agent has a single neighbor (even if there are multiple relations to that node),
then it labels itself as TREE, otherwise as Cycle. If Xi is TREE, then send the UTIL
message to its only neighbor.
The messages passed in this system are the same utility vectors as in DTREE,
augmented with context information (showing in which context are these vectors
valid). If the message is relayed only through TREE nodes, then it has an empty
context.
– Wait for incoming messages, and respond to them.
– Upon reaching a timeout, Xi realizes it is involved in a cycle, and initiates a nego-
tiation with its neighbors to assume the role of CycleCut.
If the negotiation is successful, Xi becomes CC. In the following, the CC node will
execute two phases: a topology probing phase, and a utility probing phase.
Otherwise, negotiation/timeouts repeat until all cycles are broken (detected by the
fact that all nodes receive UTIL probes/messages).
If in the end Xi remains a Cycle node, then follow the k-1 rule.
– CC nodes do the topology probing (described in section 4.3) and then the utility
probing (generate all the value combinations of the CC nodes involved in the cyclic
subgraph and computing the overall optimal utility for each combination)
– termination: TREE and Cycle nodes terminate when the node has received context-
free messages from all its neighbors, and CycleCut nodes terminate when all the
value combinations of their CC peers have been explored
Proposition 3. CyPro is sound and complete.
PROOF. Follows from the correctness of DTREE (Proposition 1), the fact that all pos-
sible value combinations of the cycle cut nodes are tried (a ﬁnite number), and that the
results of DTREE applied on the disconnected subtrees are combined correctly (only
once) by the subgraph leader. 2
Overall, for each context, there is a linear number of messages generated: 2 
number of arcs+2(k 1), where number of arcs is the number of links (which
is less than or equal with the number of relations) in the subgraph, and k is the number
of CC nodes.
Alternatively, it is possible to cope without any leader, if the CC nodes are more
”verbose”, and send their results to each other (2  number of arcs + k  (k   1)
messages for each context)A Distributed, Complete Method for Multi-Agent Constraint Optimization 11
Proposition 4. CyPro has the following complexity:
O((dom
k + 1)  (2  number of arcs + 2  (k   1)))
where dom=domain size,k=sizeofthe cycle cutsetand arcs in cycle=thenumber
of arcs in this subgraph.
PROOF. Follows from the discussion above. 2
Algorithm 2: CyPro: distributed utility probing in a cyclic subgraph.
1: CyPro(Subgraph
k(Xi))
2: for all possible contexts in Subgraph
k(Xi) do
3: send out UTIL probes with my corresponding value in that context, to all my neighbors
4: wait for incoming UTIL probes from all my neighbors in Subgraph
k(Xi)
5: duplicates from the same subtree are discarded
6: if leader then
7: centralize the partial results from all the CC peers in Subgraph
k(Xi), and send the
total back; update higher bound for my particular value.
8: else
9: send the leader the results from the subtrees that I am directly connected to, and in
which I am the CC node with the highest ID; wait for the total coming from the leader;
update higher bound for this particular value of the leader, and remember my own
value if bound was improved.
10: At the end, all CC nodes know how much utility the whole Subgraph
k(Xi) would get in
an optimal assignment for each one of the leader’s values, and which one of their values
they would pick in that context.
4.5 CyCOpt - distributed cycle-cutset optimization algorithm
We have seen in the previous section that CyPro requires ﬁxed message sizes, linear
memory,anditsmessagecomplexityisexponentialinthesizeofthecyclecutset.CyPro
reduces the complexity from domn (equivalent to a standard backtracking) to domk
(where n=number of nodes in the problem, and k=number of cycle-cut nodes). In the
case that the constraint graph is relatively loose, it is likely that k  n (a small number
of the nodes in the graph are actually cycle-cuts); this would amount to an exponential
complexity reduction.
The obvious application of the previous section is to consider the whole problem as
an extended cycle, and solve it in the afore mentioned way.
However, in the following, we explore the possibility of further reducing the com-
plexity of the optimization procedure by breaking the problem in separate subgraphs,
exploring each of them using CyPro, and then combining the partial results using a ver-
sion of DTREE that operates at a meta-level, on subgraphs instead of variables. This
approach would have the advantage that at a meta-level, the DTREE would be linear in
the number of subgraphs, and the overall complexity would be the highest complexity
of the composing subgraphs.
Some issues need to be considered however, in order to correctly assemble the par-
tial results of CyPro applied to the subgraphs:12 Adrian Petcu, Boi Faltings
– topology: subgraphs must be independent, connected through at most one CC node.
That node would play the role of a relay between subgraphs;
– synchronization: it is imperative that the CyPro be started in a subgraph only after
all but one of the externalities (links with other subgraphs through CC nodes) have
been solved (this is the equivalent k-1 rule for the meta-TREE);
The ﬁrst point is already a by-product of the topology-probing phase; it is certain that
each CC node knows for sure if two subgraphs are independent or not (assuming that
there were a link between them in addition to the node itself, a TOPO probe is sure to
have gone through that link and have returned to the CC node, which would have then
marked the two subgraphs as the same).
The second one is a little more difﬁcult; in fact it is needed that inside a subgraph
there exist a mechanism that allows all the CC nodes involved to announce to the other
CC nodes that they have ﬁnished their external CyPros, and now they dispose of accu-
rate and ﬁnal information about the utility that the rest of the meta-TREE can achieve
for each of their values. Note that this is completely equivalent to the k-1 rule for the
standard DTREE; the difference is that in the standard DTREE there was a local de-
cision (each node was receiving all the k-1 messages itself), whereas now we need to
implement a distributed mechanism that mimics the same functionality.
We solved this problem with a token mechanism: upon solving all of its external-
ities, a node throws a token in the subgraph; when k-1 (where k is the number of CC
nodes involved in the subgraph) tokens are received, CyPro can be launched. Note that
CC nodes that are involved ina single subgraph (likeXj and Xk in Figure 2) throw their
tokens in from the beginning, since they have no externalities (they are the equivalent
of leaf nodes in DTREE)
A good strategy is to elect as subgraph leader the last CC node that has not yet
thrown the token in the subgraph; after CyPro is ﬁnished in the subgraph, it would be
this node that would throw its token in one of its other subgraphs, and start CyPro in
there, and so on. This synchronization mechanism has the effect that CyPros are starting
to cascade, exactly like the DTREE propagation that we explained in Section 3.
IntheexampleofFigure3,nodeXk wouldimmediatelythrowitstokeninSubgraph
3, Xi in Subgraph 2 and Xj in Subgraph 3. Xk would not start anything in Subgraph
3 because there is a single token in there. After having ﬁnished CyPro in Subgraph 2,
Xi would throw its token in Subgraph 3, would see that 2=3-1 tokens exist, and would
start CyPro in Subgraph 3, etc.
When the last externality of a subgraph is solved, the responsible CC node already
has complete information for the whole problem (similar to the case in DTREE when
the last (kth) message is received). It can immediately choose its value, and inform its
CC peers in all its subgraphs, which in turn will choose theirs, and so on.
The nodes labeled as TREE or Cycle will execute just as in Section 4.4, send-
ing/relaying messages by the k-1 rule. The difference is made by the CC nodes that
are involved in several subgraphs, which operate in the afore mentioned way.
Proposition 5. Algorithm 3 is sound and complete.
PROOF. Follows from Proposition 1, Proposition 3, and the fact that each individual
subgraph is explored only when all but one of its externalities are solved (therefore
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Algorithm 3: CyCOpt: distributed cycle-cutset optimization algorithm.
1: CyCOpt(A;X;D;R)
Each agent Xi executes:
2:
3: Initialization(Xi;Ri)
4: same as in D-TREE
5: if jNgh(Xi)j == 1 (i.e. Xi is a TREE node) then
6: mark Xi as TREE, and send UTIL message to the single neighbor
7: else
8: mark Xi as Cycle
9: activate Message handler()
10: activate Timeout handler()
11: return
12:
13: Timeout handler()
14: if (! received any message from at least jNgh(Xi)j   1 neighbors) then
15: Cycle(Xi)   fXj 2 Ngh(Xi)jXj did not send any message yet g
16: negotiate cycle cut with 8Xj 2 Cycle(Xi) ; set is cycle cutset accordingly
17: if is cycle cutset then
18: do TOPOLOGY PROBING
19: do MAIN PHASE
20: else
21: reactivate Timeout handler()
22:
23: Message handler()
24: if Xi is TREE or Cycle then
25: relay messages according to the k-1 rule
26: terminate upon receipt of k context-free messages
27:
28: TOPOLOGY DEEP PROBING
29: send out TOPO probes to neighbors in Cycle(Xi) and wait for their return
30: probes are forwarded by CC/Cycle nodes, collecting in their context the set of visited nodes
31: upon completion, Xi can categorize all its neighbors in the sets TREE(Xi) (containing all
the TREE neighbors) and Cycle
k(Xi) (containing all the neighbors in the independent
cycle Cycle
k(Xi))
32:
33: MAIN PHASE (CC nodes)
34: if jCycles(Xi)j == 1 then
35: send my token in my only cycle
36: for all Cycle
k(Xi) do
37: wait for c-1 tokens in each cycle (c=the number of CC nodes in Cycle
k(Xi), then
perform CyPro in the cycle
38: when jCycles(Xi)j   1 cycles have been explored, send my token in the last cycle, and
then perform CyPro in there as well
39: at this point, Xi has complete information from all Cycle
k(Xi), and can choose its optimal
value
40: inform the CC peers from all Cycle
k(Xi) about the value chosen
41: perform a last optimization step in each Cycle
k(Xi) with the chosen value and context-free
UTIL probes, such that all Cycle nodes can also choose their values and terminate.
42: terminate14 Adrian Petcu, Boi Faltings
Proposition 6. Algorithm 3 has the following complexity:
O((dom
k + 1)  (2  number of arcs + 2  (k   1)))
where dom=domain size, k=size of the cycle cutset for the largest subgraph, num-
ber of arcs = the number of arcs in the largest subgraph
PROOF. As explained above, the problem is broken up in disjoint subgraphs, which are
connected through CC nodes. Between subgraphs, there is no explicit communication
(except for the fact that the node that connects them will depose its token at some
point in one of them, when all the rest are done). The difﬁcult problems lie within the
subgraphs, and the largest subgraph is the one that gives the overall complexity. Within
a subgraph, the message complexity is given by the formula for CyPro, so the overall
complexity is given by the largest complexity of all subgraphs. When the leader has
ﬁnally ﬁnished as well, another round of arcs in cycle  2 messages is required, but
this is a one-time, linear number of messages. 2
5 Experimental evaluation
We have done some preliminary evaluation of the algorithms on randomly generated
optimization problems (weighted graph coloring) with increasing number of variables.
We recorded the number of exchanged messages and present the resulting curve in
Figure 4. As expected, the number of messages increases with the problem size, which
in turn inﬂuences the size of the cycle cutset. However, the direct correlation is with
the cycle cutset, and not with the problem size, leading us to believe that this method
is a good candidate for solving large but sparse problems, where the cycle cutset has
manageable sizes.
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6 Conclusions and future work
We presented in this paper a new complete method for distributed constraint optimiza-
tion. This method is a utility-propagation method that extends the sum-product algo-
rithm to work on arbitrary topologies using cycle cutsets. It requires ﬁxed message
sizes, linear memory, and its message complexity is exponential in the size of the cycle
cutset for the largest subgraph in the problem. This method reduces the complexity from
domn (equivalent to a standard backtracking) to domk (CyPro) or even domk
0
(Cy-
COpt), where n=number of nodes in the problem, k=total number of cycle-cut nodes,
and k0=number of cycle-cut nodes in the largest subgraph. For relatively loose prob-
lems, it is likely that the inequality n  k  k0 holds, thus our method is likely to
produce important complexity reductions.
The algorithm is formulated for optimization problems, but can be easily applied to
the satisfaction problem as well.
As future work we consider experimenting with different strategies of selecting the
cycle-cut nodes, developing more efﬁcient methods for computation within extended
cycles, and more informed topology probing techniques.
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